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Abstract

Evidence Based Medicine (EBM) is the prac-
tice of using the knowledge gained from the
best medical evidence to make decisions in
the effective care of patients. This medi-
cal evidence is extracted from medical docu-
ments such as research papers. The increas-
ing number of available medical documents
has imposed a challenge to identify the ap-
propriate evidence and to access the quality
of the evidence. In this paper, we present
an approach for the automatic grading of ev-
idence using the dataset provided by the 2011
Australian Language Technology Association
(ALTA) shared task competition. With the
feature sets extracted from publication types,
Medical Subject Headings (MeSH), title, and
body of the abstracts, we obtain a 73.77%
grading accuracy with a stacking based ap-
proach, a considerable improvement over pre-
vious work.

1 Introduction

“Evidence Based Medicine (EBM) is the conscien-
tious, explicit, and judicious use of current best evi-
dence in making decisions about the care of individ-
ual patients” (Sackett et al., 1996). EBM requires to
identify the best evidence, understand the method-
ology and strength of the approaches reported in
the evidence, and bring relevant findings into clin-
ical practice. Davidoff et al. (1995) express EBM in
terms of five related ideas. Their ideas imply that
the conclusions should be derived based on the best
evidence available, the clinical decisions should be

made based on the conclusions derived, and the per-
formance of the clinical decisions should be evalu-
ated constantly. Thus, physicians practicing EBM
should be constantly aware of the new ideas and
the best methodologies available based on the most
recent literature. But the amount of clinical docu-
ments available is increasing everyday. For exam-
ple, Pubmed, a service of the US National Library of
Medicine contains more than 21 million citations for
biomedical literature from MEDLINE, life science
journals, and online books (last updated on Decem-
ber 7, 2011) 1. The abundance of digital informa-
tion makes difficult the task of evaluating the quality
of results presented and the significance of the con-
clusions drawn. Thus, it has become an important
task to grade the quality of evidence so that the most
significant evidence is incorporated into the clinical
practices.

There are several scale systems available to grade
medical evidence. Some of them are: hierarchy
of evidence proposed by Evans (2003), Grading of
Recommendations Assessment, Development, and
Evaluation (GRADE) scale by GRADE (2004), and
Strength of Recommendation Taxonomy (SORT)
scale by Ebell et al. (2004). The SORT scale ad-
dresses the quality, quantity, and consistency of evi-
dence and proposes three levels of ratings: A, B, and
C. Grade A is recommended based on the consistent,
good-quality patient-oriented evidence, grade B is
based on the inconsistent or limited-quality patient-
oriented evidence, and grade C is based on consen-
sus, disease-oriented evidence, usual practice, ex-
pert opinion or case studies.

1http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/books/NBK3827/
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The Australasian Language Technology Associa-
tion (ALTA) 2011 organized the shared task compe-
tition2 to build an automatic evidence grading sys-
tem for EBM based on the SORT grading scale. We
carry out our experiments using the data set provided
for the competition and compare the accuracy of
grading the evidence by applying basic approaches
and an ensemble (stacking) based approach of clas-
sification. We show that the later approach can
achieve 73.77% of grading accuracy, a significant
improvement over the basic approaches. We further
extend our experiments to show that, using feature
sets generated from the method and conclusion sec-
tions of the abstracts helps to obtain higher accuracy
in evidence grading than using a feature set gener-
ated from the entire body of the abstracts.

2 Related Work

To the best of our knowledge, automatic evidence
grading based on a grading scale was initiated by
Sarker et al. (2011). Their work was based on the
SORT scale to grade the evidence using the corpus
developed by Molla-Aliod (2010). They showed
that using only publication types as features could
yield an accuracy of 68% while other information
like publication types, journal names, publication
years, and article titles could not significantly help
to improve the accuracy of the grading. Molla-Aliod
and Sarker (2011) worked on the evidence grading
problem of 2011 ALTA shared task and achieved
an accuracy of 62.84% using three sequential clas-
sifiers, each trained by one of the following feature
sets: word n-grams from the abstract, publication
types, and word n-grams from the title. They ap-
plied a three way classification approach where the
instances classified as A or C were removed from
the test set and labeled as such, while instances
classified as B were passed to the next classifier in
the pipeline. They repeated this process until they
reached the end of three sequential classifiers.

Most of the EBM related work is focused on ei-
ther the identification of important statements from
the medical abstracts or the classification of med-
ical abstracts to facilitate the retrieval of impor-
tant documents. Work by Demner-Fushman et al.
(2006), Dawes et al. (2007), Kim et al. (2011) au-

2http://www.alta.asn.au/events/sharedtask2011

tomatically identify the key statements in the med-
ical abstracts and classify them into different levels
that are considered important for EBM practitioners
in making decisions. Kilicoglu et al. (2009) worked
on recognizing the clinically important medical ab-
stracts using an ensemble learning method (stack-
ing). They used different combinations of feature
vectors extracted from documents to classify the ev-
idence into relevant or non relevant classes. They
approached the problem as a binary classification
problem without using any grading scales.

Systematic Reviews (SRs) are very important
to support EBM. Creating and updating SRs is
highly inefficient and needs to identify the best evi-
dence. Cohen et al. (2010) used a binary classifica-
tion system to identify the documents that are most
likely to be included in creating and updating SRs.

In this work, we grade the quality of evidence
based on the SORT scale, that is different from most
of the existing works related to classification of ab-
stracts and identification of key statements of ab-
stracts. We work on the same problem as by Molla-
Aliod and Sarker (2011) but, we undertake the prob-
lem with a different approach and use different sets
of features.

3 Dataset

We use the data of 2011 ALTA shared task compe-
tition that contains three different sets: training, de-
velopment and test set. The number of evidence in-
stances present in each set is shown in Table 1. Each
data set consists of instances with grades A, B, or C
based on the SORT scale. The distribution of evi-
dence grades is shown in Table 2.

Data Set No. of Evidence Instances
Training Set 677
Development Set 178
Test Set 183

Table 1: Evidence per data set

The evidence instances were obtained from the
corpus developed by Molla-Aliod and Santiago-
Martinez (2011). The corpus was generated based
on the question and the evidence based answer for
the question along with SOR grade obtained from
the “Clinical Inquiries” section of the Journal of
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Grades Training
set (%)

Development
set (%)

Test set
(%)

A 31.3 27.0 30.6
B 45.9 44.9 48.6
C 22.7 28.1 20.8

Table 2: Evidence distribution per grade

Family Practice (JFP). A sample question from the
JFP Clinical Inquiries section is “How does smoking
in the home affect children with asthma?”. Each ev-
idence contains at least one or more publications de-
pending upon from which publications the evidence
was generated. Each publication is an XML file con-
taining information such as abstract title, abstract
body, publication types, and MeSH terms. Each
publication is assigned at least one publication type
and zero or more MeSH terms. The MeSH terms
vocabulary 3 is developed and maintained by the
National Library of Medicine and is used in rep-
resentation, indexing and retrieval of medical doc-
uments. Some of the medical document retrieval
work emphasizes the use of MeSH terms in the ef-
ficient retrieval of documents (Trieschnigg et al.,
2009; Huang et al., 2011). MeSH terms are also
used in document summarization (Bhattacharya et
al., 2011).

Figure 1: Sample data file

Each data set contains an additional grade file
with the information related to the evidence in-
stances, their grades, and the publications. A sam-
ple of the file is shown in Figure 1. The first column
contains the evidence id, the second column contains
the grades A, B, or C of the evidence based on the
SORT scale, and the remaining columns show the
publication id of each publication in the evidence.

3http://www.nlm.nih.gov/mesh

The problem in this task is to analyze the publica-
tions in each evidence provided and classify them
into A, B or C.

The dataset available for our research has ab-
stracts in two different formats. One of them con-
tains abstracts divided into sections: background,
objective, method, result, and conclusion. The other
format contains abstracts with all the information in
a single block without any sections. A sample of an
abstract having only four sections in the given data
is shown below:

Objectives: To determine the effectiveness of a muscle
strengthening program compared to a stretching program in
women with fibromyalgia (FM).

Methods: Sixty-eight women with FM were randomly as-
signed to a 12 week, twice weekly exercise program consisting
of either muscle strengthening or stretching. Outcome measures
included muscle strength (main outcome variable), flexibility,
weight, body fat, tender point count, and disease and symptom
severity scales.

Results: No statistically significant differences between
groups were found on independent t tests. Paired t tests revealed
twice the number of significant improvements in the strengthen-
ing group compared to the stretching group. Effect size scores
indicated that the magnitude of change was generally greater in
the strengthening group than the stretching group.

Conclusions: Patients with FM can engage in a specially
tailored muscle strengthening program and experience an im-
provement in overall disease activity, without a significant exer-
cise induced flare in pain. Flexibility training alone also results
in overall improvements, albeit of a lesser degree.

In the abstract above, we see that the approaches
applied for the study are described in the method
section, and the outcome and its effectiveness are
described in the conclusion section.

4 Proposed Methodology

In this paper we propose a system to identify the
correct grade of an evidence given publications in
the evidence. We deal with the problem of evi-
dence grading as a classification problem. In evi-
dence grading, basic approaches have been shown
to have poor performance. Molla-Aliod and Sarker
(2011) showed that a basic approach of using simple
bag-of-word features and a Naive Bayes classifier
achieved 45% accuracy and proposed a sequential
approach to improve the accuracy at each step. Our
preliminary studies of applying the simple classifi-
cation approach also showed similar results. Here,
we propose a stacking based approach (Wolpert,
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1992) of evidence grading. Stacking based approach
builds a final classifier by combining the predictions
made by multiple classifiers to improve the predic-
tion accuracy. It involves two steps. In the first step,
multiple base-level classifiers are trained with dif-
ferent feature sets extracted from a dataset and the
classifiers are used to predict the classes of a sec-
ond dataset. Then, a higher level classifier is trained
using the predictions made by the base-level clas-
sifiers on the second dataset and used to predict the
classes of the actual test data. In this approach, base-
level classifiers are trained independent of each other
and allowed to predict the classes. Based on the
predictions made by these base-level classifiers, the
higher level classifier learns from those predictions
and makes a new prediction that is the final class.

Our stacking based approach of classification uses
five feature sets. In the first step of classification, we
train five classifiers using different feature sets per
classifier and use the classifiers to predict the grades
of the development dataset. Thus, at the end of the
first step, five different predictions on the develop-
ment dataset are obtained. In the second step, a new
classifier is trained using the grades predicted by the
five classifiers as features. This new classifier is then
used to predict the grades of the test dataset.

5 Features

We extracted six sets of features from the publica-
tions to perform our experiments. They are as fol-
lows:

1. Publication types
2. MeSH terms
3. Abstract title
4. Abstract body
5. Abstract method section
6. Abstract conclusion section

For feature set 1, we extracted 30 distinct publi-
cation types from the training data. For the MeSH
terms feature set, we selected 452 unique MeSH
terms extracted from the training data. The publi-
cations contained the descriptor name of the MeSH
terms having an attribute “majortopicyn” with value
‘Y’ or ‘N’. As MeSH terms feature set, we selected
only those MeSH term descriptor names having ma-
jortopicyn=‘Y’.

We extracted the last four sets of features from
the title, body, method, and conclusion sections of
the abstracts. Here, the body of an abstract means
the whole content of the abstract, that includes back-
ground, objective, method, result, and conclusion
sections. We applied some preprocessing steps to
generate these feature sets. We also applied a feature
selection technique to reduce the number of features
and include only the high informative features from
these feature sets. The details about preprocess-
ing and feature selection techniques are described in
Section 6.

We performed all the experiments on the basis of
evidence, i.e. we created a single feature vector per
evidence. If an evidence contained more than one
publication, we generate its features as the union of
the features extracted from all its publications.

The grades of the evidence in the SORT scale
are based on the quality of evidence, basis of ex-
periments, the methodologies used, and the types of
analysis done. Grades also depend upon the effec-
tiveness of the approach used in the experiments.
The method section of an abstract contains the in-
formation related to the basis of the experiments,
such as randomized controlled trails, systematic re-
view, cohort studies, and the methods used in their
research. The conclusion section of the abstract
usually contains the assertion statements about how
strongly the experiment supports the claims. Anal-
ysis of the contents of abstracts shows that the in-
formation needed for grading on SORT scale is typ-
ically available in the method and conclusion sec-
tions, more than in the other sections of the abstracts.
Thus, we used the method and conclusion sections
of the abstracts to generate two different feature sets
so that only the features more likely to be important
in grading using the SORT rating would be included.

Separating method and conclusion sections of
the abstracts

In order to extract features from the method and con-
clusion sections, we should separate them from the
body of abstracts, which is a challenging task for
those abstracts without section headers. Of the to-
tal number of abstracts, more than one-third of the
abstracts do not contain the section headers. In or-
der to separate these sections, we used a very simple
approach based on the number of sentences present
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in the method and conclusion sections, and the body
of the abstracts. We used the following information
to separate the method and conclusion sections from
these abstracts: i) Order of sections in the abstracts,
ii) Average number of sentences in the method and
conclusion sections of the abstracts having sections,
and iii) Average number of sentences in the entire
body of the abstracts not having sections. All the ab-
stracts having section headers contained the sections
in the same order: background, objective, method,
result and conclusion. From the available training
dataset, we calculated:

i. The average number of sentences in the method
(4.14) and conclusion (2.11) sections of the abstracts di-
vided into sections

ii. The average number of sentences (8.78) of the ab-
stracts not having sections

Based on these values, we fragmented the ab-
stracts that do not have the section headers and sepa-
rated the method and conclusion sections from them.
Table 3 shows how the method and conclusion sec-
tions of those abstracts were generated. For exam-
ple, the fourth row of the table says that, if an ab-
stract without section headers has 6, 7 or 8 sentences
(let it be n), then the 3rd, 4th and 5th sentences were
considered as the method section, and the nth sen-
tence was considered as the conclusion section.

Total sentences in
Abstracts(n)

Method Conclusion

1 None 1
2 or 3 1 n
4 or 5 2 and 3 n
6 or 7 or 8 2, 3 and 4 n
More than 8 3, 4 and 5 n-1 and n

Table 3: Selecting method and conclusion of the abstracts
having a single block

6 Experiments and Results

This section describes the two sets of experiments
performed to compare the performance of the stack-
ing based approach and the effectiveness of the base-
level classifiers used. The first set of experiments
was done to provide a baseline comparison against
our stacking based approach. The second set con-
sists of five experiments to evaluate different con-

figurations of stack based classifiers. The basic ap-
proach of classification implies the use of a single
classifier trained by using a single feature vector.

We applied preprocessing steps to generate fea-
ture sets from the title, body, method and conclusion
sections of the abstracts. The preprocessing steps
were: detecting sentences using OpenNLP Sentence
Detector4, stemming words in each sentence using
Porter Stemmer (Porter, 1980), changing the sen-
tences into lower-case, and removing punctuation
characters from the sentences. After the preprocess-
ing step, we generated features from the unigrams,
bigrams and trigrams in each part. We removed
those features from the feature sets that contained
the stopwords listed by Pubmed5 or contained any
token having a length less than three characters. To
remove the less informative features, we calculated
the information gain of the features in the training
data using Weka (Hall et al., 2009) and selected only
the top 500 high informative features for each fea-
ture set. We used the Weka SVM classifier for all the
experiments. Based on the best result obtained af-
ter a series of experiments run with different kernel
functions and regularization parameters, we chose
the SVM classifier with a linear kernel and regular-
ization parameter equals 1 for all the experiments.
We used a binary weight for all the features.

6.1 First set of experiments
In the first set, we performed nine experiments using
the basic classification approach and one experiment
using the stacking based approach. The details of
the experiments and the combinations of the features
used in them are as shown in Table 4.

The first six experiments in the table were imple-
mented by applying a basic approach of classifica-
tion and each using only a single set of features. Ex-
periments 7, 8, and 9 were similar to the first six
experiments except, they used more than one set of
features to create the feature vector. Each feature in
the experiments 7, 8, and 9 encode the section of its
origin. For example, if feature abdomen is present
in method as well as conclusion sections, it is rep-
resented as two distinct features conc abdomen and
method abdomen. In experiment 10, we applied

4http://incubator.apache.org/opennlp
5http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/books/NBK3827

/table/pubmedhelp.T43/?report=objectonly)
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the stacking approach of classification using five
base-level classifiers. The base-level classifiers in
this experiment are the basic classifiers used in ex-
periments 1 to 5.

Exp.
No.

Features used Exp. type

1. Publication types

Basic approach

2. MeSH terms
3. Abstract title
4. Abstract method
5. Abstract conclusion
6. Abstract body

7. Publication types,
MeSH terms

8.

Publication types,
MeSH terms,
Abstract title,
Abstract body

9.

Publication types,
MeSH terms,
Abstract title,
Abstract method,
Abstract conclusion

10.

Publication types

Stacking based
approach

MeSH terms
Abstract title
Abstract method
Abstract conclusion

Table 4: Experiments to compare basic approaches to a
stacking based approach

Figure 2 shows the results of the 10 experiments
described in Table 4 in the same order, from 1st to
10th place and the result of the experiment by Molla-
Aliod and Sarker (2011). The results show that
the stacking based approach gives the highest ac-
curacy (73.77%), outperforming all the basic ap-
proaches applying any combination of feature sets.
The stacking based approach outperforms the base-
line of a single layered classification approach (Exp
9) that uses all the five sets of features. Molla-Aliod
and Sarker (2011) showed that a simple approach of
using a single classifier and bag-of-words features
could not achieve a good accuracy (45.9%) and pro-
posed a new approach of using a sequence of classi-
fiers to achieve a better result. Similar to their simple
approach, our basic approaches could not achieve
good results, but their performance is comparable
to Molla-Aliod and Sarker (2011)’s baseline system.
The result of our stacking based approach shows that
our approach has a better accuracy than the sequen-
cial classification approach (62.84%) proposed by

Figure 2: Comparison of accuracy of basic approaches to
a stacking based approach. X-axis shows the experiments
and Y-axis shows the accuracy of the experiments. The
first nine experiments are based on the basic approach
and the tenth experiment is based on the stacking based
approach.

Molla-Aliod and Sarker (2011).
Our stacking based approach works on two lev-

els. In the first level, the base-level classifiers pre-
dict the grades of the evidence. In the next level,
these predictions are used to train a new classifier
that learns from the predictions to identify the grades
correctly. Moreover, the five feature sets used in our
experiments were unrelated to each other. For ex-
ample, the features present in MeSH headings were
different from the features used in publication types,
and similarly, the features present in the method sec-
tion of the abstract were different from the features
present in the conclusion section. Each base-level
classifier trained by one of these feature sets is spe-
cialized in that particular feature set. Thus, using
the predictions made by these specialized base-level
classifiers to train a higher level classifier helps to
better predict the grades, this cannot be achieved by
a single classifier trained by a set of features (Exp.
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6), or a group of different feature sets
(Exp. 7, 8, 9).

6.2 Second set of experiments

In the second set of experiments, we compared five
experiments performed varying the base-level clas-
sifiers used in our stack based approach. Experi-
ments 1 and 2 were performed using a single base-
level classifier, that means that the second classifier
is trained on only one feature. Experiments 3 and 4
were performed by using four base-level classifiers,
and experiment 5 was performed using five base-
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level classifiers. The 5th experiment in this set is
same as the 10th experiment in the first set. The de-
tails about the feature sets used in each experiment
are shown in Table 5.

Exp.
No.

Features used No. of Base level
classifiers

1.

Publication types,

1MeSH terms,
Abstract title,
Abstract body

2.

Publication types,

1
MeSH terms,
Abstract title,
Abstract method,
Abstract conclusion

3.

Publication types

4MeSH terms
Abstract title
Abstract body

4.

Publication types

4
MeSH terms
Abstract title
Abstract method,
Abstract conclusion

5.

Publication types

5
MeSH terms
Abstract title
Abstract method
Abstract conclusion

Table 5: Experiments to compare stacking based ap-
proach

Figure 3 shows the accuracy of the five experi-
ments shown in Table 5 in the same order. It shows
that the accuracy of 1st and 2nd experiments is lower
than the accuracy of 3rd, 4th, and 5th experiments.
In these two experiments, a feature vector generated
from the prediction of a single base-level classifier
is used to train the higher level classifier, that is not
sufficient to make a correct decision.

Experiments 3, 4, and 5 show a considerable im-
provement in the accuracy of the grading. Compar-
ing the results of experiments 3 and 4, we see that
the 4th experiment has higher accuracy than the 3rd

one. The difference between these experiments was
the use of features from the method and conclusion
sections of the abstracts in the 4th experiment, while
using features from the entire body of abstracts in
the 3rd experiment. The higher accuracy in the 4th

experiment shows that the method and conclusion
sections of the experiment contain high informative
text that is important for evidence grading, while

Figure 3: Comparison of accuracy of the stacking based
approaches. X-axis shows the experiments and Y-axis
shows the accuracy of the experiments. 1st and 2nd ex-
periments use only one base-level classifier, 3rd and 4th

experiment are based on four base-level classifiers and
5th one uses five base-level classifiers.

the body of abstracts may contain some information
that is not relevant to the task. The same analysis
can also be inferred from the results of experiment
8 and 9 in the first set of experiments. The high-
est accuracy obtained in the 5th experiment of apply-
ing 5 base-level classifiers shows that identifying the
sections of the abstracts containing high informative
features and using a sufficient number of base-level
classifiers can help to achieve a good accuracy in ev-
idence grading.

7 Error Analysis

The result obtained by the stacking based approach
(5th experiment in Table 5) using five base-level clas-
sifiers gave a higher error rate in predicting grades
A and C, compared to the error rate in predict-
ing grade B. Most of the error is the misclassifica-
tion of A to C and vice versa. One of the possi-
ble reasons of this might be due to the use of the
feature set extracted from the conclusion section.
Among the five base-level classifiers used in the ex-
periment, the one trained by the features extracted
from the conclusion sections has the lowest accu-
racy (5th experiment in Figure 2). We evaluated the
text contained in the conclusion section of the ab-
stracts in our dataset. The section mostly contains
the assertion statements having the words showing
strong positive/negative meanings. Conclusion of A
grade evidence mostly contains the information that
strongly asserts the claim (e.g. emollient treatment
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significantly reduced the high-potency topical cor-
ticosteroid consumption in infants with AD), while
that of C grade evidence is not strong enough to as-
sert the claim (e.g. PDL therapy should be consid-
ered among the better established approaches in the
treatment of warts, although data from this trial sug-
gest that this approach is probably not superior). It
seems that the problem might be because of not pro-
cessing the negations appropriately. So, in order to
preserve some negation information present in the
conclusion sections, we performed another experi-
ment by merging words no, not, nor with their suc-
cessor word to create a single token from the two
words. This approach still could not reduce the mis-
classification. Thus, the simple approach of extract-
ing unigram, bigram, and trigram features from the
conclusion section might not be sufficient and might
need to include higher level analysis related to as-
sertion/certainty of the statements to reduce the mis-
classification of the evidence.

Other possible reasons of the misclassification
of the evidence might be the imbalanced data set.
Our dataset (Table 2) contains higher number of in-
stances with grade B than those with grades A and C.
Moreover, the number of publications per evidence
is not uniform, that ranges from 1 to 8 publications
per evidence in the test data. Analyzing the results,
we found that misclassification of evidence having
only one publication is higher than that of the evi-
dence having more than one publication. If an ev-
idence contains only one publication, the features
of the evidence extracted from a single publication
might not be sufficient to accurately grade the evi-
dence and might lead to misclassification.

In order to evaluate the appropriateness of our
approach in extracting the method and conclusion
sections, we performed a manual inspection of ab-
stracts. We could not revise all the abstracts to ver-
ify the approach. Thus, we randomly selected 25
abstracts without section headers from the test data
and viewed the content in them. We found that the
conclusion section was appropriately extracted in al-
most all abstracts, while the selection of method sec-
tion was partially effective. Our approach was based
on the assumption that all the abstracts having many
sentences have all the sections (background, objec-
tive, method, result, and conclusion). But we found
that the abstracts do not follow the same format, and

the start sentence of the method section is not con-
sistent. Even a long abstract might sometimes start
with the method section, and sometimes the objec-
tive section might not be present in the abstracts.
This could lead to increase the error in our grading
system.

8 Conclusion

This paper presents an approach of grading the med-
ical evidence applying a stacking based classifier
using the features from publication types, MeSH
terms, abstract body, and method, and conclusion
sections of the abstracts. The results show that
this approach achieves an accuracy of 73.77%, that
is significantly better than the previously reported
work. Here, we present two findings: 1) We show
that the stacking based approach helps to obtain a
better result in evidence grading than the basic ap-
proach of classification. 2) We also show that the
method and conclusion sections of the abstracts con-
tain important information necessary for evidence
grading. Using the feature sets generated from these
two sections helps to achieve a higher accuracy than
by using the feature set generated from the entire
body of the abstracts.

In this work, all the information available in the
method and conclusion sections of the abstracts is
treated with equal weight. Evidence grading should
not depend upon specific disease names and syn-
dromes, but should be based on how strong the facts
are presented. We would like to extend our ap-
proach by removing the words describing specific
disease names, disease syndromes, and medications,
and giving higher weight to the terms that describe
the assertion of the statements. In our current work,
we apply a simple approach to extract the method
and conclusion sections from the abstracts not hav-
ing sections. Improving the approach by using a ma-
chine learning algorithm that can more accurately
extract the sections might help to increase the accu-
racy of grading. Including the information about the
strength of assertions made in the conclusion sec-
tions could also help in boosting the accuracy. Fu-
ture work would also include testing the effective-
ness of our approach on other diverse data sets hav-
ing complex structures of the evidence, or on a dif-
ferent grading scale.
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